12 x 16 Canvas Weave

This kit contains eight strips of canvas that is designed to fit the 12 x 16 Flat Top Pergola (Model: Valencia Pergola). No hardware is required to attach the canvas to the shade slats of the pergola as hook and loop fastener strips are already sown in at the ends of the canvases.

Check the box and make sure you have eight strips (part #10255) and that the male-female hook and loop fastener orientation is correct. In the event of missing or defective parts, please call our customer service department at 1 800 282 9346 (Monday to Friday, 8:00 AM to 4:00 PM EST).

**STEPS**

Layout all eight strips of canvas and check the ends to make sure there are a female and male hook and loop fastener strip on both ends as shown.

With the hook and loop fastener strips facing up, weave the canvas through the shade slats as shown. Note the pattern of the weave (below one shade slats, and above one shade slats). Starting with below one shade slats, and ending with the same.

The ends of the canvases would then wrap around the end shade slats and be secured with the hook and loop fastener.

*Note: Canvas strips should be removed under heavy wind or snow to prevent any ripping or damage.*